Coupling coefficients for thin shells of arbitrary curvature based upon a ray-theoretic approach devised by the authors are benchmarked against exact and high-frequency results for canonical geometries, i.e., the spherical and infinite circular cylindrical shells. The well-known high-frequency approximations of the coupling coefficients are found to describe their magnitude accurately but not the phase for midfrequencies (between ring and coincidence) when compared with results obtained by applying the Sommerfeld-Watson transformation to the exact modal series. The coupling coefficients characterize both the magnitude and the phase accurately and simply in terms of fundamental physical parameters. ¸
INTRODUCTION
Acoustic scattering from thin elastic shells can be determined exactly for two canonical geometries only, i.e., circular cylindrical and spherical shells,• using normal-mode expansions. Other methods must be considered for other geometries. We have recently developed a ray theory description of scattering from a shell of arbitrary shape 2 in which the coupling mechanism for acoustic-to-membrane waves was derived analytically. Here, membrane means waves of longitudinal or shear nature, as distinct from flexural waves. The formulation is entirely in physical space and does not require transforms or spectral integrals. These raybased coupling coefficients are explicitly determined by physical quantities which describe the thin elastic shell and the surrounding fluid. Knowledge of the launching and detachment coefficients at any point on the shell's surface allows one to determine the scattered pressure wave field shed into the surrounding fluid for any smooth convex shell. We have compared far-field form function predictions of the asymptotic theory with the normal-mode series for spherical and cylindrical shells. 2 The accuracy was remarkable considering the simplicity of the approximate coupling coefficients.
Here we benchmark the asymptotic theory by comparing one of its central elements--the coupling coefficient--with an "exact" analog. The exact solution is chosen to be the The ray-theoretic results, which are based upon simple fundamental physical parameters, accurately predict both magnitude and phase of the coupling coefficient defined with respect to the form function when compared to that based upon the Sommerfeld-Watson transformation. This provides a benchmark of the acoustic coupling theory for elastic shells of arbitrary shape developed by the authors.
